PRESS RELEASE

Mobile Security in the course of digital transformation
At CeBIT 2017, ISEC7 Group informs about protecting mobile infrastructures.
Hamburg, March 9, 2017 – At this year’s CeBIT, the enterprise mobility expert ISEC7 Group
(ISEC7) informs about current security challenges and requirements when mobilising
business processes. The Hamburg based company exhibits at stand J28, hall 6, together
with the BlackBerry® subsidiary Secusmart, a reliable partner of the Federal Government
for tap-proof mobile communications. Since 2013, ISEC7 has been cooperating with
Secusmart in the areas of international sales and the integration of SecuSUITE for
Enterprise & Government. The product protects telephone calls, text messages, emails and
other data on smartphones against bugging operations.
At CeBIT, ISEC7 presents BlackBerry’s current portfolio: BlackBerry UEM for managing
smartphones, tablets and Windows 10 computers as well as BlackBerry Dynamics for the
secure integration of messaging, collaboration and applications into companies’ networks.
ISEC7 is certified for the integration of secure document management based on BlackBerry
Workspaces and holds a specialisation for the crisis communications solution AtHoc.
Marco Gocht, CEO ISEC7, says: „At the CeBIT 2017, we put a focus on Mobile Security – one
of our core issues. Anybody who mobilises data needs to protect it. We consult companies
and our partners in all aspects of secure mobilisation. Thereby, ISEC7 enhances the
classical approaches by Monitoring, Two-Factor Authentication, Active-Sync auditing and
Monitoring, App Reputation and Mobile Threat Management. Thus, we offer our clients a
holistic approach to security for the use of mobile endpoints and managed devices.”
From March 22 to 24, 2017, visitors are invited to discuss with ISEC7 experts at stand J28,
hall 6. To arrange an appointment with the ISEC7 Management, please send a request until
March 13, 2017 to: info@isec7.com
About ISEC7 Group
The ISEC7 Group (www.isec7.com) is a global provider of mobile business services and
software solutions. The company was one of the first movers in mobilising company and
business processes. Today, ISEC7 has numerous renowned companies and governmental
organisations as committed customers. The company continually invests in the evaluation
and development of new technologies. ISEC7 solutions, such as ISEC7 EMM Suite, ISEC7
Mobile Exchange Delegate, ISEC7 Mobility for SAP and ISEC7 Mobility Cloud have proven to
be ground-breaking in the mobility sector.
The ISEC7 EMM Suite, a comprehensive globally applicable MDM solution, has been
presented as the “Most Innovative Enterprise Application”. ISEC7 Mobility for SAP allows
access to SAP backend without the need for additional middleware. The solution ‘ISEC7
Mobile Exchange Delegate’ ensures mobile access to Microsoft Outlook calendar, email
and contacts from third parties via BlackBerry, Android or iPhone. ISEC7 Mobility Cloud is

an innovative and ground-breaking Managed Service for the provision of customised
Enterprise Mobility infrastructures based on EMM solutions like the ISEC7 EMM Suite,
BlackBerry Enterprise Service 12, Good, MobileIron, Samsung EMM, Microsoft EMS or
Airwatch.
ISEC7 was founded in Hamburg/Germany in 2003. The company operates globally with
offices in Germany, UK, Spain, Switzerland, USA and Australia.
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